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Editorial
It has long been known that viruses can contribute to, or even
cause, cancer. To date, 7 virus families have been implicated in
tumorigenesis include Human Papilloma Virus (HPV), Epstein-Barr
Virus (EBV), Merkel cell polyomavirus, Kaposi’s Sarcoma-Associated
Herpesvirus (KSHV), hepatitis C virus, hepatitis B virus and also the
retroviruses human T-cell leukemia virus types 1 and 2 (HTLV-1 and
HTLV-2) [1]. Indeed, it was estimated that in 2002 17.8% of human
cancers were caused by infection, with 11.9% being caused by one of
the seven virus families listed above [2].
Mouse Mammary Tumor Virus (MMTV) has long been known
to be an aetiological agent of mammary cancer in mice and for almost
as long as the virus has been known, MMTV, or a highly related virus,
has been speculated to play a role in human breast cancer. There has
been a resurgence in interest in the potential involvement of MMTV
or a highly related human mammary tumor virus HMTV in the last
20 years (reviewed by [3-5]), culminating with the detection of virus
in human milk [6,7] and salivary fluid [8] suggesting a horizontal,
human-to-human transmission. Certainly, the mouse virus can infect
human cells in cell culture and this infection is productive in that it
leads to the production of new infectious virus [9-11].
Cancer is generally accepted to result from a culmination of
a number of genetic changes and insults to the host cell genomes.
The generally accepted mechanism by which MMTV contributes to
mammary tumorigenesis in mice is by enhancer insertion in which
the virus DNA or provirus integrates in the vicinity of one or more
genes controlling cell growth (proto-oncogenes), although it should
be noted that this may be only one of the steps involved in frank
transformation of mammary epithelial cells [12]. However, although
the human homolog of Wnt-1, one of these commonly activated mouse
mammary proto-oncogenes, shows elevated expression in MMTV
env-positive ductal carcinoma in situ and invasive ductal carcinoma
[13] and a number of other cellular genes affected by MMTV proviral
insertions in mouse mammary tumors are deregulated or mutated in
primary human breast tumors [14], there is, as yet, no evidence that
MMTV/HMTV proviruses have inserted in the vicinity of such genes
in DNA isolated from human breast cancer tissue.
Nevertheless, it is known that other retroviruses can influence
the biology of cells that they have infected in more subtle ways and
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contribute to the tumorigenic process. An example of this is provided
by the Human T-Lymphotropic Virus-1 (HTLV-1), a retrovirus that
is the causative agent of a highly aggressive form of non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma known as adult T cell leukemia and lymphoma. HTLV1 encodes an oncogenic protein, Tax, which plays a central role in
transforming CD4+ T lymphocytes by deregulating oncogenic
signaling pathways and promoting cell cycle progression [15].
Although Tax exhibits diverse functions in host cells, it primarily
targets I-κB kinase complex in the cytoplasm, leading to persistent
activation of NF-κB and consequent upregulation of gene products
that are required for T cell survival and cell cycle progression. This
promotes T cell survival and proliferation. Moreover, enhanced
survival and proliferation coupled with an interference with cell
senescence, leads to immortalization and, ultimately, transformation
of human primary CD4 T cells [15]. Tax thus plays a key role in
initiating tumorigenicity but expression of Tax is not required
later on since the hosts’ immune system appears to eliminate Tax
expressing cells (but not late stage tumour cells). In contrast, a second
HTLV-1 encoded bZIP factor, also known as HBZ, is expressed in all
ATL cells and supports the growth of human T-cell lines [16]. HBZ
is encoded by the HTLV-I minus strand in contrasts to the other
HTLV-1 proteins [16].
MMTV does not appear to encode a Tax protein homolog or
equivalent, and there is to date no evidence supporting the notion
that the virus is able to directly transform mammary epithelial cells
e.g. by expressing an oncogenic protein. Thus, other features of the
virus replication cycle may mechanistically be involved in the putative
virus induced genesis of human breast cancer.
Much attention has been focused on the MMTV envelope
protein since in the last few years evidence has been accumulating
that for certain other retroviruses the retroviral envelope proteins
can be directly involved in oncogenic transformation, one prominent
example being that of Jaagsiekte Sheep Retrovirus (JSRV), which, like
MMTV, is a beta retrovirus [17].
In the case of MMTV, an Immunoreceptor Tyrosine-Based
Activation (ITAM) motif is present in the envelope protein that
has been shown to be capable of transforming primary mammary
epithelial cells that were grown either in three-dimensional cell
culture [18,19] or in mice [20]. The ITAM domain appears to
contribute to tumorigenesis by suppressing apoptosis through Src
tyrosine kinase signaling and this may contribute to transformation
of breast epithelial cells [21].
A cleavage product of the MMTV envelope precursor protein,
known as p14, has also been implicated in the virus mediated
transformation process [22]. The p14 domain is the leader sequence
of the envelope precursor and it is also part of the virus Rem protein
that has HIV Rev-like RNA transport activity [23]. It has been shown
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that the phosphorylation status of p14 determines whether it has prooncogenic or anti-oncogenic modulatory effects [22].
Gao and Zheng have pointed out that viruses associated with
human tumours, including retroviruses, belong in the group of
enveloped viruses that by virtue of their mechanism of cell entry
are capable of mediating cell fusion [24]. Cell fusion may lead
to chromosomal instability by various mechanisms including
deregulation of tumor suppressors such as p53 and Rb. In support
of this hypothesis, aneuploid and tetraploid tumor cells are more
frequently observed in virus-positive premalignant lesions [24].
There are a number of other possible mechanisms by which an
MMTV/HMTV could transform breast epithelial cells. The virus may
still turn out to express other, as yet unknown, proteins that may
be involved in tumorigenicity, perhaps even encoded by the minus
stand like HBZ of HTLV-1 [16]. Alternatively, existing proteins may
have additional functions in analogy to the envelope proteins of other
viruses. Accessory factors such as the RNA transport factor Rem [22],
the virus super antigen Sag and the negative acting factor, Naf, [25]
may also potentially play a role. Moreover, other viruses have been
linked to human breast cancer [26] and it is also conceivable that
MMTV infection activates a latent human breast cancer associated
virus such as EBV and HPV, possibly in a similar manner to the way
that Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) has an indirect role in
KSHV mediated Kaposi’s sarcoma [4]. Finally, interaction between
MMTV/HMTV and human endogenous retroviruses may also play a
role [27]. The advent of newer technologies such as next-generation
sequencing methods should help elucidate the mechanisms by which
MMTV/HMTV contributes to the tumorigenic process in human
breast cancer.
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